Progress in the control and prevention of tuberculosis (TB) transmission will be necessary for reaching the goal set by the World Health Organization to end the global TB as a public health problem, at least in low-incidence countries by 2050 [1] . In these countries, the disease is more concentrated in vulnerable and hard-to-reach risk groups, such as homeless and migrants. This complexifies contact investigation around TB cases, representing a central component of outbreak control and prevention [2] . Genetic pairing between Mycobacterium tuberculosis isolates by a standardized 24-marker-based genotyping (MIRU-VNTR) is therefore widely used to guide investigation towards probable transmission links [3] . However, this genotyping overestimates clusters of ongoing transmission, and is being supplanted by whole genome sequencing (WGS), which is increasingly affordable and offering ultimate resolution for precisely delineating TB transmission [4] .
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In an article in EBioMedicine, Wyllie and colleagues quantify for the first time at population scale the public health benefit that can be expected with this replacement [5] . To this end, they systematically compared MIRU-VNTR pairing and sharing of various epidemiological risk factors between TB cases versus relatedness by WGS, in an unselected patient population of the English Midlands. As a central postulate, close genome-wide relatedness of 5 or less single nucleotide variants (SNVs) between isolates was used as a reference to define recent transmission, against which MIRU-VNTR-paired isolates and shared risk factors were matched. This postulate is supported by levels of SNV variation generally observed in M. tuberculosis genomes in recent transmission chains, in epidemiologically similar settings [4] . The foremost finding of this evaluation is that, overall, any pair of isolates matched by identical MIRU-VNTR types positively predicted only between~15% and~50% of close WGS-based relatedness suggestive of recent transmission links, depending on whether shared risk factors (excluding simple co-residence) were not or were recorded between patients. The predictive values of MIRU-VNTR linked pairs for possible transmission, as defined using a SNV cutoff, varied substantially among lineages of M. tuberculosis strains: it was higher in lineages associated with autochthonous patients, but lower in lineages associated with foreign born and recently immigrated patients, consistent with previous results [6] . From this, it follows that switching to WGS for detection of TB transmission clusters could result in a two-to seven-fold reduction in the number of potential links requiring in-depth epidemiological investigation, at least in demographically similar, low-burden settings.
In addition to confirming the superior precision of WGS at unprecedented scale, this calculated gain in epidemiological investigation efforts will further motivate the transition to this technology as a new standard for molecular-guided control of TB. This shift, ongoing in many (inter)national public health institutions, including in some high TB incidence settings, is also encouraged by the parallel effectiveness of genome sequencing for surveillance of drug resistant TB [7] .
However, important definition and standardization challenges of key parameters remain to be met for optimal exploitation. Especially tricky is the need to define/adjust appropriate SNV breakpoints to assess transmission, e.g. depending upon possibly variable intensities of transmission and heterogeneity of strain populations prevailing among settings [4] . To re-validate their initially selected breakpoint in their study population, Wyllie and colleagues exploited the fact that spatial proximity to another case is a risk factor for transmission: They thus verified that the positive association between geographic proximity and close genomic relatedness vanished at SNV distances exceeding their breakpoint, as expected if transmission becomes unlikely beyond this limit. This quantitative validation approach may prove valuable elsewhere.
Yet, in the overall, shared risk factors as collected by the Enhanced Tuberculosis Surveillance system were strikingly found only in a minority of the cases assumed to be linked by WGS. One probable contributing factor is the under-detection of a substantial number of casual epidemiological links, which are difficult to spot by conventional epidemiological tracing. More dynamic cross-talk between rapid WGS and epidemiological tracing compartments in the TB control systems may help better uncover such difficult links. Overlay of anonymized contact information collected via mobile phone technologies on WGS results might represent an even more promising and futuristic prospect, although ascertainment and acceptability issues in at-risk populations must be considered.
Another potential explanation is that even close genome-wide relatedness partly overestimated recent transmission in this study. This might reflect some concomitant cases of reactivations of remote infections by a very same, once endemic strain. However, genome mutation rates might also be slower during certain transmission events, e.g. depending upon M. tuberculosis genetic backgrounds or the dynamic of transmission, implying that a fixed SNV breakpoint (5 here) to ascertain transmission may not universally apply even within a population. More research is needed to address these points. Other challenges concern the heterogeneity of the sequencing procedures and specifications of bioinformatics pipelines in use, making determinations of close genomic relatedness in part pipeline-and dataset-dependent. In particular, filtering of some (presumably) low confidence SNV variation, such as one newly used by Wyllie and colleagues [5, 8] , is not uniformly applied internationally. This currently limits direct comparability of close genome-wide relatedness, as illustrated by a recent international WGS investigation of a cross-border outbreak of multidrug resistant TB among migrants arriving in Europe. Initial tracking of outbreak cases among seven European countries was based on a common phenotypic drug resistance pattern, a shared MIRU-VNTR profile or shared drug resistance mutations. While most isolates had WGS in their country of diagnosis, the analysis of WGS data was centralized in one center to globally confirm the patients' links and properly delineate the outbreak [9] .
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Several large-scale projects are ongoing to set guidelines/standards and ensure better (inter)national integration of WGS-based systems [10] . The obvious obstacle of the implementation in low resource, high-incidence settings is also being tackled e.g. by development of simpler/more portable genome sequencing approaches. These collective efforts will allow to fully exploit the hoped-for transformative impact of this technology on TB control.
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